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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a real-time sound synthesis method using
a force-based algorithm to control sinusoidal partials. This synthesis method can generate various sounds from musical tones and
noises with three kinds of intuitive parameters, which are attractive
force, repulsive force and resistance. However, the implementation
of this method in real-time has difficulties due to a large volume
of calculations for manipulating thousands or more partials. In order to resolve these difficulties, we utilize a GPU-based parallel
computing technology and precalculations. Since GPUs allowed
us to implement powerful simultaneous parallel processing, this
synthesis method is made more efficient by using GPUs. Furthermore, by using familiar musical features, which include MIDI input for playing the synthesizer and ADSR envelope generators for
time-varying parameters, an intuitive controller for this synthesis
method is accomplished.

algorithm [9, 10]. The fundamental process for the synthesis is
described in this section.
2.1. Analysis of a Reference Sound Source
The first step is the analysis of a reference sound source. The
Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) analysis [11] is used for
this step, where amplitudes A(k) for each frequency F (k) are detected by
X(k) =

N
−1
X

x(n)e−2πikn/N

(1)

n=0

A(k) = |X(k)|
(2)
kR
F (k) =
(3)
N
where x(n) consists of N samples of a windowed waveform and
R represents the sampling rate.

1. INTRODUCTION
2.2. Distribution of Partials
A force-based sound synthesis [1] is an application of sinusoidal
partial editing techniques. This synthesis method can generate
various sounds from musical tones and noises with three kinds
of intuitive parameters, which are attractive forces to a reference
spectrum, repulsive forces between partials, and resistances for decreasing the speeds of the partials. However, this method requires
a large volume of calculations due to a need of some thousands or
more partials to control.
By recent developments of graphics processing units (GPUs)
[2] and APIs for handling these processors, an implementation
of an efficient simultaneous parallel processing has been realized.
GPUs are originally developed for computer graphics and visual
image processing, however, they have begun to be used for general purpose due to a popularization of general-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) [3]. And they recently
have been utilized for sound processing and syntheses [4, 5, 6].
A GPGPU framework is considered of value for a acceleration of
force-based sound synthesis, because this synthesis method needs
many simple calculations simultaneously.
In this paper we propose a process to accomplish a real-time
sound synthesis using a force-based algorithm by utilizing a GPUbased parallel computing technique. All programs presented in
this paper are written in Swift [7] and use Metal API [8] for GPU
processing.

The synthesis phase for the proposed method begins by generating
partials in a specific range of frequencies. The amplitudes of the
partials are unchangeable. The user specifies the maximum number of partials and the number of active partials is determined in
proportion to the amplitude of the reference sound as (4).
ν = νmax

The sound synthesis method presented in this paper uses a forcebased algorithm, which is commonly known as a graph drawing

αA(k)

(4)

k=0

In this equation, α represents a constant number for scaling the
amplitude. The active or inactive partials are randomly chosen.
In this step, since the frequencies of the partials are random, an
unpitched sound is typically created.
2.3. Attractive Force
Attractive forces, which are applied to the partials, are generated
from the spectrum detected from the reference sound. A partial
is attracted to neighboring frequency components. The force is
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the
target frequency component and the frequency of the partial.
fa (P (i)) =

X
0<|F (k)−PF (i)|<τ
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N
−1
X

sgn(F (k) − PF (i))ga A(k)
(5)
|F (k) − PF (i)|2

fa (P (i)) represents an attractive force for partial P (i) of which
the frequency is PF (i), ga is a constant value to adjust the strength
of the force, and τ corresponds to the range of the effective frequency components.
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2.4. Repulsive Force

3.2. Metal API

To avoid congestion of partials at a small peak in the spectrum,
repulsive forces are generated between every pair of partials. The
force is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the partials.

Metal [8] is a graphics application programming interface (API),
which allows low-level and low-overhead access to GPUs. Metal
is developed and provided by Apple, and is available to use on
iOS and Mac OS X. The previous implementation of this synthesis method was written in Objective-C and ran on Mac OS X.
The real-time version, which is proposed in this paper, is rewritten in Swift, and is still implemented for Mac OS, thus, Apple’s
Metal API is expected to deliver high performance and has good
prospects for the future. Furthermore, further possibilities of implementation for mobile devices are expected, because Metal is
compatible with iOS.
By using Metal framework, a low-overhead interface, a memory and resource management, integrated support for both graphics
and compute operations, and precompiled shaders are provided.
For the force-based sound synthesis, the handling of the current
frequency, the resistance for speed, and the attractive/repulsive
forces are required for acceleration to manipulate each partial component. Therefore, the current frequency and speed need to be
stored until the calculations for the next time frame are performed.

X

fr (P (i)) =

PF (j)6=PF (i)

sgn(PF (i) − PF (j))gr
|PF (i) − PF (j)|2

(6)

fr (P (i)) represents a repulsive force for partial P (i). By using all
pairs of partials for the calculation, partials depart from condensations.
2.5. Resistance
When the reference sound has a static frequency component, the
partials have the risk of periodic vibration around a spectral peak.
This is because the attractive forces convert back and forth between potential and kinetic energy. Therefore, the oscillations are
inhibited by implementing resistance.
f (P (n, i)) = fa (P (n, i)) + fr (P (n, i))

(7)

v(P (n, i)) = r(v(P (n − 1, i)) + f (P (n − 1, i)))

(8)

In this equation, v(P (n, i)) represents a current speed for partial
P (i), n is the current time frame, and r is a resistance value between 0 and 1.
2.6. Synthesis
The forces, which are derived above, are applied to partials at every
frame by addition of the forces.
PF (n, i) = PF (n − 1, i) + v(P (n − 1, i))

(9)

The sound synthesis is accomplished using a common oscillator
bank synthesis technique [12, 13] which is realized by

4. IMPLEMENTATIONS
We present implementations of GPU-based parallel computing technologies and conceptions for the efficiencies of calculations for
force-based sound synthesis.
4.1. Attractive and Repulsive Forces
The attractive force for a partial is proportional to the amplitude
for a target frequency component, and inversely proportional to
the square of the distance between the target frequency component
and the frequency of the partial. The repulsive force is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance between the partials.
These two forces are possible to calculate by using the convolutions of the functions below with the reference spectrum for
the attractive forces and the spectrum of current partials for the
repulsive forces.
−sgn(F )ga
(11)
F2
F is a frequency, ga is a value to adjust the strength of the force.
and ha (F ) is a calculated function for attractive forces.
ha (F ) =

y(t) =

X

A cos[2πPF (n, i)t + φi ]

(10)

∀i

where A represents a constant amplitude for each partial, and φi is
an initial phase.
3. GPU-BASED PARALLEL COMPUTING
3.1. General-purpose computing on graphics processing units
General-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU)
refers to the use of GPUs for general purpose parallel computing,
and performs computation in applications traditionally handled by
the central processing unit (CPU), outside of computer graphics
and image processing. GPU has ability to process multiple tasks
simultaneously by having thousands of cores. OpenCL [14] and
NVidia’s CUDA [15] are two popular frameworks to implement
general purpose computations on GPUs. The synthesis method
this paper proposes uses Apple’s Metal API [8] for low-overhead
access to the GPUs.
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Figure 1: Function for calculating attractive forces.
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5.2. ADSR Envelopes
sgn(F )gr
hr (F ) =
(12)
F2
F is a frequency, gr is a value to adjust the strength of forces. and
hr (F ) is a calculated function for repulsive forces.

This synthesis method can generate various sounds by adjusting
the parameters. In particular, the coefficients for attractive force
ga in the equation 5, repulsive force gr in the equation 6, and resistance r in the equation 8 are important for controlling the similarity to the reference sound and the quickness of transitions.
By implementing time-varying controls for these parameters,
users can dynamically synthesize various sounds. The synthesis method allows users to assign attack time, decay time, sustain value, and release time (ADSR) functions, and minimum and
maximum values to the three parameters. The ADSR envelope
generator model is generally used in existing synthesizers through
the ages, and familiar to musicians. These dynamic controls are
simultaneously activated with MIDI note messages and adjusted
with MIDI control messages.
5.3. Synthesized Result

Figure 2: Function for calculating repulsive forces.
The summation of these forces are described the following
equation 13.
α(F ) = ha (F ) ∗ Ad (F ) + hr (F ) ∗ Ac (F )

In this section, we present a synthesized result of this method.
A spectrogram of a reference sound source for this example is
made from sawtooth waves as shown in Figure 4. In this source
sound, a fundamental pitch increase, and every overtones are contained.

(13)

where α(F ) is a summation of the attractive and repulsive forces,
Ad (F ) is an amplitude for a frequency F from a reference source,
and Ac (F ) is an amplitude from current partials.
4.2. Updating of Frequencies of Partials
The speed of the frequency change v(P (n, i)) and the frequency
of a partial PF (n, i) for the newer frame are calculated by the
equasion 8 and 9 in section 2. Since these calculations are achieved
by using simple summations and multiplications, parallel computing is applied without difficulties.

Figure 3: Input MIDI notes.

5. MIDI INPUT
To use the force-based synthesis method for a musical performance,
MIDI note messages [16] are available to input. The fundamental
frequency for a reference source spectrum is calculated from the
“note number”, and the maximum number of partials is proportional to the “velocity”.
5.1. Preset Reference Spectra
Efficient computations are accomplished by using GPU-based parallel computing presented in previous sections, however, the volume of calculations is still large. Therefore, a preparation of reference spectral sources and precalculations of the attractive forces
are valuable for the achievements of a stable real-time synthesis
environment.
The force-based synthesis is possible to generate a variety of
timbres by controlling the combination of attractive and repulsive
forces and a resistance, thus, simple harmonic series are useful
enough. By preparing the reference source, the attractive forces
ha (F ) ∗ Ad (F ) in equation 13 are also available to prepare.

Figure 4: Reference sound source (sawtooth wave).
By applying ADSR envelopes in Figure 5 for 5000 partials, a
result as shown in Figure 6 is generated. This result shows that
a strong repulsive force at an attack makes noise and the partials
are gradually attracted to the reference source. At the first note,
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6.1. Preparations
1. Select one reference source sound which is previously detected frequency components
2. Calculate attractive forces from the reference spectrum
3. Setup the maximum number of partials and prepare the corresponding shader
6.2. Real-Time Processing
1. Receive MIDI note message
2. Scale the attractive force function corresponding to the note
number.
3. Distribute partials corresponding to the velocity and ADSR
function.
4. Calculate attractive and repulsive forces for each partial
5. Calculate speeds and frequencies for each partial
6. Store the new speeds and frequencies of the partials
7. Synthesize the sound for the current frame by using inverse
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) [11]

Figure 5: ADSR envelopes.

6.3. Future works
The major limitation for this synthesis method is caused by the
limit of the frame-rate, which depends on the capabilities of GPUs.
GPUs are generally designed for manipulating visual data, therefore, the upper limit of the frame-rate is not enough for a highquality sound synthesis. We consider that the development of the
interpolation techniques between frames has value, though the improvement of these kind of processors are expected.
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8. APPENDIX: SOUND EXAMPLES
Sound examples are available online at the following address.
http://www.ryoho.com/software/sinfba/
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